INSTITUTIONAL SUBSCRIPTION TO HYBRID JOURNALS OF VIRTUS INTERPRESS

**Corporate Governance and Sustainability Review**
Printed version - €780
Electronic subscription - €680

Corporate Governance and Sustainability Review is published in association with the University of Roehampton (London, the UK). Cooperation with the University of Roehampton is arranged through the Roehampton Business School.

The Journal has been established to publish high quality theoretical and empirical studies in governance and sustainability with application to both macro and microeconomic issues. Its distinctive focus is original, rigorous research with practical applications.

The journal was launched in 2017 and is published twice a year.

**Corporate Governance and Organizational Behavior Review**
Printed version - €780
Electronic subscription - €680

Corporate Governance and Organizational Behavior Review is published in association with the Sapienza University of Rome, Italy. Cooperation with the Sapienza University of Rome is arranged through the Department of Management.

The journal considers the interaction of corporate governance as a system with an external environment in contrast to the corporate governance as a system itself. Behavior of the structures of the system of corporate governance in interaction with other stakeholders is a subject of the journal.

The journal was launched in 2017 and is published twice a year.

**Corporate Law & Governance Review**
Printed version - €600
Electronic subscription - €520

The Journal has been established to publish high quality theoretical and empirical studies in corporate law and governance with application to both macro and microeconomic issues. Its distinctive focus is original, rigorous research both with scholarly impact and practical applications.

The journal was launched in 2019.

The up-to-date network of subscription agents is represented by EBSCO (Global), Celdes s.r.l. (Europe), Lily Journal & Book Co. Ltd (Asia), Revistas Técnicas SAS (Latin America), WorldWide Information Services (Africa), Teldan Subscription Services (Global), Otto Harrassowitz GmbH & Co. KG (North America, European countries, Australia and Southeast Asia), Interoptics SA (Greece).

**Corporate & Business Strategy Review**
Printed version - €600
Electronic subscription - €520

The Journal has been established to publish theoretical and empirical studies in the field of corporate and business strategy with prior securing the high standard of quality of the papers through managing the peer and blind reviewing of the papers and further dissemination of research results to make it beneficial both for the reading audience and the reputation of the authors of the papers.

The journal was launched in 2019.

---

**Special offer:**
(Bundle price)

We provide an opportunity to all our subscribers to get a bundle subscription to Virtus Interpress journals. We offer 20% discount. For more information please email us at subscribe@virtusinterpress.org